Cyber attackers are often better trained, better funded and better organized than many security organizations. Cyber attacks are increasingly more complex and the damage more severe.

For these reasons, more organizations are looking to reduce their risk and augment their security with external threat intelligence services. However, many organizations don’t know where to start, while others have jumped right in without understanding what threat intelligence they need or how it should be used. The results are generally ineffective and costly.

FireEye Threat Intelligence is the answer.

FireEye Threat Intelligence is a portfolio of subscriptions and services designed to address all aspects of your threat intelligence needs. Whether you’re just starting your threat intelligence journey or have a dedicated intelligence team, this solution provides the insights that improve the protection of assets, enhance the effectiveness of security programs and inform the business risk process. It offers:

- **Intelligence Subscriptions**: Access to published intelligence reports covering strategic and operational intelligence, cyber crime and cyber espionage threats, information operations, industrial control system threats and vulnerability intelligence.

- **Intelligence Enablement**: Designated Threat Intelligence analysts and managers regularly work with you as trusted advisors to ensure you get the most from your intelligence investment. Topics include onboarding and provisioning, API integration with your security systems, analyst access, custom threat reporting and strategic workshops.

- **Intelligence Capability Development**: These consulting services and assessments help you realize and sustain the value you get from cyber threat intelligence as they enable you to assess, build and mature an intelligence-led security program. ICD services include assessing existing threat intelligence program capabilities and threat exposure, creating strategic plans for program improvements and developing an operations framework for your threat intelligence program.

- **Digital Threat Monitoring**: Tailored, proactive monitoring and analysis of threats to your brand, your VIPs and your integrated partner community.

- **Advanced Intelligence Access**: This capability enables direct queries into global visibility, insights and intelligence from FireEye. It includes access to a dedicated analyst who can help you pursue research and analysis relevant to your specific needs.
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Maximize the value and impact of your threat intelligence
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- Actionable threat intelligence services and subscriptions tailored to your security mission

- Visibility beyond the typical attack lifecycle, adding context and priority to global threats

- Improved asset protection for better informed business risk decisions

- Alignment of security programs and resources against your most likely threats and actors

- Design, build and optimize your ability to consume, analyze and apply threat intelligence

- Access to customized intelligence and analysis for decision makers and frontline network defenders
Security That Grows with You

No matter where you are in your security program, or what your threat intelligence needs are, the FireEye Threat Intelligence portfolio has the solution for you. If you are just starting out, we can help you assess where you are and work with you to figure out where you need to go. If you know what intelligence you need and who your stakeholders are, our wide range of intelligence subscriptions will better inform your security decisions. Finally, if you need to enhance the skills of your intelligence personnel or extend the capabilities of your team, FireEye Threat Intelligence has solutions to address these too.

Assess

Determine where you currently stand in your threat intelligence efforts and prepare properly to get the most value from threat intelligence in the future. We help answer questions such as:

- What is my cyber threat exposure?
- How could intelligence be used here?
- What are the gaps in our current intelligence program?

Inform

Use comprehensive, actionable intelligence to support a better defense against new and emerging cyber threats. A wide range of subjects and use cases give your mature or growing security teams critical context on attacker intent, methods and activity. We help answer questions such as:

- Based on my business, industry or region, which threats am I most likely to see?
- Which alerts should I address first and how do I better understand them?
- Which vulnerabilities should I patch first based on the likelihood of them being used against me?
- How can I learn about threats to my brand, VIPs, infrastructure and partner community before they happen?

Enhance

Build up best practices and industry expertise to increase the effectiveness of your intelligence operations. Services range from designing your optimal Intelligence organization to providing access to all FireEye Threat Intelligence offerings with dedicated analyst support. We help answer questions such as:

- How can we improve the capabilities of our intelligence analysts?
- How can we improve our threat hunting capabilities?
- How can I supplement the level of intelligence and expertise my team has access to?

To learn more, visit: www.fireeye.com/solutions/cyber-threat-intelligence.html and read the Forrester report.